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Chiller Replacement Case Study

About

Since its founding in 1876, the University of Bristol has 
built up a reputation for innovative research. One of the 
key departments of the University is the School of 
Physics, where pioneering research has underpinned 
several fundamental advances in quantum mechanics. 
The high performance computer(HPC) facility at the 
Physics Department is a critical system that provides the 
resources necessary to carry out the research. Avoiding 
downtime of the HPC is, therefore, vital.

Challenge

Following the successful replacement of a chiller that 
had a catastrophic failure last year, we were called back 
to Bristol University to replace three outdated chillers 
with a single more powerful one. 

Having been installed for a long period, the existing 
chillers were at the end of their life. Like before, the 
main challenge was getting the chillers down and the 
replacement up to the roof of the Physics building 
located in Bristol city centre. 
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Solution
As an educational institution, cost was a big consideration.  
As such, we offered a variety of solutions to best suit the 
University’s needs. A refurbished chiller (used previously 
only by the OEM) was selected as it was of the highest 
quality whilst remaining within budget. It was successfully 
tested before being sent to site.  

A 62 Ton rated high rage crane was sourced, as the existing 
chillers were on the 5th floor roof top. These were removed 
first and put on to a lorry to be decommissioned off site. 

Once the replacement chiller was in place the pipe work 
was connected to the cooling system. Following the 
commissioning the final chiller was removed from the 
building. 

This was all completed within three weeks, minimising 
downtime to the HPC and allowing the University to 
continue as normal.

Outcome
The H.H. Wills Physics Laboratory now has a new chiller to 
ensure its data centre keeps working at peak efficiency. 

With the successful completion of the project we look 
forward to working with Bristol University in the future.

“We wanted to find the efficient 
chiller system available to both 
adequately serve our data centre 
requirements and reduce the total 
cost. DCR provided that.” 
Simon Atack – Senior HPC System 
Administrator at the University of 
Bristol.
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